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ABSTRACT: 

 

With the rapid development of geographic information services, Web Geographic Information Systems (WebGIS) have become an 

indispensable part of everyday life; correspondingly, map search engines have become extremely popular with users and WebGIS 

sites receive a massive volume of requests for access. These WebGIS users and the content accessed have regional characteristics; to 

understand regional patterns, we mined regional WebGIS user access patterns based on a weighted bipartite network. We first 

established a weighted bipartite network model for regional user access to a WebGIS. Then, based on the massive user WebGIS 

access logs, we clustered geographic information accessed and thereby identified hot access areas. Finally we quantitatively analyzed 

the access interests of regional users and the visitation volume characteristics of regional user access to these hot access areas in 

terms of user access permeability, user usage rate, and user access viscosity. Our research results show that regional user access to 

WebGIS is spatially aggregated, and the hot access areas that regional users accessed are associated with specific periods of time. 

Most regional user contact with hot accessed areas is variable and intermittent but for some users, their access to certain areas is 

continuous as it is associated with ongoing or recurrent objectives. The weighted bipartite network model for regional user WebGIS 

access provides a valid analysis method for studying user behaviour in WebGIS and the proposed access pattern exhibits access 

interest of regional user is spatiotemporal aggregated and presents a heavy-tailed distribution. Understanding user access patterns is 

good for WebGIS providers and supports better operational decision-making, and helpful for developers when optimizing WebGIS 

system architecture and deployment, so as to improve the user experience and to expand the popularity of WebGIS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid development of Internet technology, Web 

Geographic Information Systems (WebGIS) are becoming more 

and more important in people's daily life. The main reason users 

access WebGIS is to query geographical location, traffic routes, 

and information about surrounding areas of a location at a 

specified distance (Zhang, 2004; Wu, 2004). Groups of 

WebGIS users display certain access patterns, implying that the 

regularities found in user behaviours as documented in user 

access records can make online behaviour empirically 

understandable and predictable. By analyzing users’ WebGIS 

access logs, we can measure user access interests and access 

patterns for WebGIS, to support WebGIS provider decision-

making for better operations, and help developers to optimize 

WebGIS system architecture and deployment, thus improving 

the user experience and expanding the popularity of WebGIS. 

Therefore, the discovery of access regularities in WebGIS user 

access logs is significant and important for the empirical 

understanding of regional users.  

 

In recent years, user access regularities in WebGIS have become 

an extremely active research area. Scholars have executed 

studies deploying basic statistical measures to online map 

applications (Lin, 2009); Zheng (2009) carried out a research 

program based on mined location-based information, such as 

tracked user activities using GPS trajectories, and user 

geographic diaries, to help clients understand user personal 

lifestyle characteristics. These works can also provide 

recommending services based on the similarity of tracks for 

different users (Zeng, 2008). Xia (2014) indicated that the user 

access to spatial data was intermittently active during the day 

and relatively calm during the night; and the accessed content is 

spatiotemporal related. Li (2012) indicated that access to tiled 

spatial data (tiles) was aggregative and outburst. The researches 

above all focused on the individual access behaviour or group 

users’ access behaviour in WebGIS. However, they have not 

associated regional characteristics in user access behaviour with 

and the accessed content. 

 

In our work, we established a weighted bipartite network model 

to explore regularities in regional users’ access behaviour. First, 

the accessed geographic information (tiles) was clustered to 

form hot access areas according to regional characteristics, then 

we analyzed the accessed interests and the regional 

characteristics of users when accessing hot access areas. Our 

results show that regional users WebGIS access patterns exhibit 

spatiotemporal regularity in both interests and visiting volume. 

2. A WEIGHTED BIPARTITE NETWORK MODEL 

FOR REGIONAL USER ACCESS TO A WEBGIS 

A bipartite network is one means to represent and analyse 

complex networks, and is consists of two types of nodes as well 
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as the edges that connect nodes (Latapy, 2008). Many scholars 

use the bipartite network model to describe mutual relationships 

in the real world, such as a network for movies and actors 

(Watts, 1998), the network for authors and literature (Newman, 

2001) and the network for audience and songs (Lambiotto, 

2005). In this paper, we propose a weighted bipartite network 

model for regional user WebGIS access as a means  to quantify 

the relationship between regional users and the content accessed. 

 

The bipartite network model for regional user WebGIS access is 

represented as a weighted bipartite graph  G V,E , where the 

node set V contains two types of nodes: m represents regional 

user nodes  RU ru ,ru , ,ru , ,ru ,ru1 2 i m 1 m  and n represents hot 

access area nodes HA ha ,ha , ,ha , ,ha ,ha1 2 j n 1 n . We used an 

adjacency matrix W i 1,2, ,m and j 1,2, ,nwij  to express the 

accessed hot areas in relation to regional users; each element 

ijw in the matrix represents the weight of edge (i, j), and is the 

access frequency of an individual regional user access to an 

individual hot access area. 

 

Node degree is defined as the number of edges which connect 

the node with other nodes. In this paper, 
ruk and 

hak represent 

the degree of regional user nodes and the degree of hot access 

area nodes, respectively, as seen in Equations (1) and (2): 

 

 1,2, , , 1,2, ,

1

n
k a i m j n
ru ij

i j

                   (1) 

 

 1,2, , , 1,2, ,
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j i

                  (2) 

 

Node strength is defined as the sum of the weights of all the 

edges connected to the node, in this paper, 
rus and

has  represent 

the strength of a regional user node and the strength of a hot 

access area node, respectively, as in Equations (3) and (4) : 
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Figure 1 illustrates an example of a weighted bipartite network 

for regional users and a hot access area; it consists of eight 

regional user nodes and seven hot access area nodes (Ma, 2008) 

(Zhao, 2012). The edge weight represents the access frequency 

for a regional user’s access to a hot access area. As Figure 1 

shows, the regional user 1ru accessed two hot access areas 1ha  

and 2ha  thus the regional user’ node degree is 2 while the edge 

weights of the two hot access areas are 150 and 200, 

respectively. Thus, the strength of the regional user node is 350. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Weighted bipartite network example for regional user 

and hot access area 

 

3. CLUSTERING FOR HOT ACCESS AREA 

3.1 Data sample 

The data sample used in this paper is the access logs of user 

from Beijing in a public geospatial information service 

“TIANDITU”. The logs are from February 7th to February 16th, 

2014. The date the number of individual users visiting the site, 

and frequency of visits from these access logs are shown in 

Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Statistical results of access to a WebGIS of users in a 

region 

date users number visits 

2014/2/7 2933 251147 

2014/2/8 2608 211039 

2014/2/9 2100 183760 

2014/2/10 2170 196937 

2014/2/11 2524 213958 

2014/2/12 2470 232996 

2014/2/13 2464 94633 

2014/2/14 2457 193697 

2014/2/15 2523 180486 

2014/2/16 2770 206664 

 

3.2 Clustering hot access area 

Due to vast number of tiles accessed by regional users, it is 

difficult to analyze the access characteristics of each tile 

individually, so we used a k-means algorithm (Yu, 2010) (Qiu, 

2010) to cluster the accessed tiles by regional users in Beijing 

according to the geographic attributes of the tiles. After a 

number of experiments, the accessed tiles for each day are 

clustered into seven classes, the square sum of distance between 

clustered groups is 94.7% for all clustered groups; indicating 

that is cluster grouping is an appropriate classification for 

accessed tiles.  

 

The ratio of each individual access area and all access to 

WebGIS hot access areas is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 

indicates that the hottest access areas are from Class 41 to 50, 

whose longitude range is [114˚E, 117˚E] and the latitude range 

is [39˚N, 41˚N]. It also indicates that these areas are queried for 

location-based services more often than other areas. 
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Figure 2.  Ratio of each individual access area and all access to 

WebGIS hot access areas 

4. ANALYSIS OF REGIONAL USER ACCESS 

PATTERNS 

In this section, the weighted bipartite network for “regional user 

and hot access area” is used to analyze the access pattern of 

regional users in Beijing. Based on the user access logs from 

February 7th to February 16th, 2014, we established ten 

weighted bipartite networks for regional users and hot access 

areas as G 1,2, ,10i  i . 

4.1 Access interest of regional user 

4.1.1 Access interest scope: In the weighted bipartite 

network model, the degree of regional user node 
ruk  represents 

the number of hot access areas that the regional user accessed.  

ruk can reflect the geographical scope of the access interests of 

a regional user. The regional user node degree distribution of 

the ten weighted bipartite networks G 1,2, ,10i  i is 

shown as in Figure 3. The distribution function P k describes 

the distribution of the node degrees that represent the 

probability of a randomly selected node whose degree is k (Hu, 

2009). 

 

 

Figure 3. Regional user node degree distribution of the ten 

weighted bipartite networks 

 

The results show that the maximum degree value of the regional 

user nodes is seven in the ten weighted bipartite networks, 

indicating that less than 0.0005% of regional users visited all 

hot access areas. However, there are different regional 

characteristics in user access to tiles: most regional users access 

only a few concentrated hot access areas; while at the same time  

a few regional users access multiple dispersed hot access areas. . 

The results also show that more than 85% of regional users 

access to only one hot access area, and that 90% of regional 

users access no more than two hot access areas. These results 

indicate that there is a spatial aggregation pattern in regional 

user access to tiles. 

 

4.1.2 Interest strength in regional user access pattern: In 

the weighted bipartite network model, the edge weight 

represents the access frequency of regional user 
iru to hot 

access area
jha . The strength of regional user node

rus  

represents the number of total accesses, and reflects the interest 

strength in regional user access to tiles. The strength of the 

regional user node distribution of the ten weighted bipartite 

networks G 1,2, ,10i  i is shown as in Figure 4. 

Distribution function P s describes the distribution of the 

node strength of a regional user, representing the probability of 

a randomly selected node whose strength is s (Wu, 2011). 

 

Figure 4. Regional user node strength distribution of the ten 

weighted bipartite networks 

 

Figure 4 indicates that more than 80% of regional users did less 

than or equal to 100 access to the WebGIS, while less than 20% 

of regional users did 100 to 1000 access to the WebGIS. 

However, interest strength distribution of regional users 

presents a heavy-tailed distribution. 

 

4.2 Characteristics of regional user access to hot access 

areas 

Based on the weighted bipartite network model for regional user 

and hot access area, we  analyzed the hot access areas and the 

access regional user preferences in terms of user permeability, 

usage rate, and the viscosity of a hot access area. 
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4.2.1 User permeability of a hot access area: User 

permeability of a hot access area refers to the proportion of 

regional users who accessed the hot access area to all regional 

users. It indicates the popularity of a hot access area to regional 

users. In the weighted bipartite network model, the user 

permeability of hot access area 
jha can be expressed as 

jhaUP , 

calculated by Equation (5). The degree 
ha j

k  represents the 

access frequency of the hot access area, and m represents the 

total number of regional users who accessed the hot access area. 

 

/ 1,2, ,
j jha haUP k m j n                                             (5) 

 

Figure 5 shows the user permeability of hot access areas, in 

which x-axis represents the class number of hot access areas, 

form Class1 to Class70, and the y-axis represents the user 

permeability
jhaUP for Class j. As Figure5 shows, the user 

permeability of Class22 to Class36 (longitude range is [107˚E, 

118˚E] and latitude range is [16˚N, 23 ˚N]) and Class41 to 

Class50 (longitude range is [114˚E, 117˚E] and latitude range is 

[39˚N, 41˚N]) are high, but the user permeability of Class1 

(longitude is 20˚E and latitude is 26˚N) and Class70 (longitude 

is 129˚E and latitude is 41˚N) are low. This shows that most 

regional user access is concentrated in specific hot access areas 

identified with hot news happenings, or in residential areas 

where the users are located, while a few regional users have a 

special goals and areas in mind when accessing WebGIS. 

 

 

Figure 5.  User permeability of hot access areas 

 

4.2.2 User usage rate of a hot access area: The user usage 

rate of a hot access area refers to the ratio of access frequency of 

a hot access area to all access from all users in the region. In the 

weighted bipartite network model, the user usage rate of hot 

access area 
jha is 

jhaUU , is calculated by Equation (6). The 

strength 
jhas represents the access frequency of the hot access 

area. 
 

 
1

/ 1,2, ,
j j j

n

ha ha ha

j

UU s s j n                                  (6) 

 

As in Figure 6, x-axis represents the class number of hot access 

area, from Class1 to Class70, and y-axis represents the user 

usage rate of a hot access area, 
jhaUU . As Figure6 shows, the 

user usage rates of Class22 to Class36 (longitude range is 

[107˚E, 118˚E] and latitude range is [16˚N, 23˚N]) and Class41 

to Class50 (longitude range is [114˚E, 117˚E] and latitude range 

is [39˚N, 41˚N]) are high, but user usage rate of hot access area 

near Class1 (longitude is 20˚E and latitude is 26˚N) and 

Class70 (longitude is 129˚E and is latitude 41˚N) are low. 

 

Figure 6. Usage rate of hot access areas 

For different hot access areas, their regional user permeability 

and user usage rate are positively correlated, for example 

Class41 to Class50 with high regional user permeability also 

have high user usage rates. That indicates popular hot access 

areas have high usage rates. Hot access areas appear 

continuously across a continuous time period as seen in Figure5 

and 6; the content accessed by users in a region is temporally 

associated.  

 

4.2.3 Access viscosity of regional user: Access viscosity of 

a regional user is defined as the average access frequency of a 

hot access area. We find that the higher the access viscosity, the 

greater the popularity of a hot access area. In the weighted 

bipartite network model, the access viscosity of a regional user 

to a hot access area 
jha  is 

jhaUS , as calculated by Equation 

(7). 

 

1,2, ,
j

j

j

ha

ha

ha

s
US j n

k
                                                 (7) 

 

The access viscosities of hot access areas are shown in 

Figure7.The user access viscosities of hot access areas near 

Class1 (longitude 20˚E and latitude 26˚N) and Class70 

(longitude 129˚E and latitude 41˚N) are high, while the regional 

user access viscosities of Class22 to Class36 (longitude range is 

[107˚E, 118˚E] and latitude range is [16˚N, 23˚N]) and Class41 

to Class50 (longitude range is [114˚E, 117˚E] and latitude range 

is [39˚N, 41˚N]) are low. 

 

 

Figure 7. Regional user viscosity rate for hot spots 
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These results indicate that there are huge numbers of users that 

access some hot access areas, but with a low average access 

frequency and lower access viscosity; however there are a few 

users who access some access areas with high access viscosity 

and a higher average access frequency. This indicates that 

access from most users to hot access areas is not consecutive, 

while at the same time, access from some users, with a clear 

purpose or goal, to specific areas is consecutive. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the weighted bipartite network for regional user 

and hot accessed areas was used to describe the relationship 

between regional user access and hot access areas. Based on 

WebGIS access logs from regional users in Beijing from 

February 7th to February 16th in 2014, we analyzed the access 

interests of regional user and characteristics of regional users 

when visiting hot access areas. The proposed weighted bipartite 

network can be used in studying user behaviour in WebGIS, to 

quantitatively analyse user access characteristics. The proposed 

access patterns present a spatiotemporal aggregated of access 

interests, as interest strength of regional users presents a heavy-

tailed feature; popular hot access areas have high usage rates 

and the content accessed by users in a region is temporally 

associated; access from most users to hot access areas is not 

consecutive, while access from some users with a special 

purpose to specific areas is consecutive. The research results 

provide an empirical reference a support for WebGIS decision 

making and planning.  In future work, we will study the model 

of regional user access patterns, to mine more  of user access 

feature patterns in different regions, especially focusing on the 

spatiotemporal characteristics in user access patterns. 
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